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This summer our design diary was grafted with

photographs of First Ladies, and scribbles of quotes

plied with little sketches of timeless jewellery.

We pored over a long list of powerful women that

continue to inspire generations in style.

Lady is our time spent researching the sartorial

sensibilities that come tethered to the State.

From slick gold headbands that mirror the crown,

through to large oval gems strung on metal, and

statement barrettes in striking green, this line

references all things regal.

Varnika

From Designer’s Desk



LADY
It converses with brand 
signatures you’ve come to 
recognise and love- plated 
in 22k gold; cast in shapes
that speak truth to power, 
people, and purity in 
design. A stately line
sprinkled with amethyst, 
citrine, white mop, black 
onyx, and garnet among
 others in our family of
semiprecious stones, it pairs 
well with tone-on-tone 
ensembles that you can take 
to Delhi’s red sandstone or 
Dublin’s twin canals. 
Large hoops cut in mono-
chrome symmetry sit 
alongside delicate chains 
ending in milky pearl
drops and multicoloured 
beauties liaising with 
prominent gold—this line 
glimmers softy, but surely.  

SUMMER/ RESORT’`19



CHAPTER I



MICHELLE

“Success is only 

meaningful and 

enjoyable, if it feels like

your own.”





Eleanor Earrings





Michelle Earrings





Zanele Earrings





Marcela Earrings





Cherie Earrings



CHAPTER IICHAPTER II



JACKIE

“Pearls are always 

appropriate.”



Hazel
necklace



Hazel Earrings



Elina
ring



Elina Earrings





Mary Todd Earrings





Mamie Earrings





Jiang Hoop



CHAPTER III



ELEANOR

“With a new day

comes new strength

and new thoughts.”





Laura Earrings





Coralie Geometric Hoop



Barbara
hairpins



Indira Tiered Necklace

Kamla
ring

Kamla
hairpins



Peng
ring

Angela
headband



Coralie Geometric Hoop





Audrey Hoop



CHAPTER IV



INDIRA

“The power to

question is the basis of

all human progress.”



Peng
necklace



Peng Earrings



Carla
necklace

Abigail
headband



Brigitte Earrings





Ellen Earrings





Benazir Earrings

Benazir
bracelet



OUR STORY
Arora constructs a distinct 
narrative with each 
collection, drawing on 
historical, artistic, and 
architectural references as 
she goes. Her designs marry 
semi-precious gemstones 
such as Amethyst, 
Turquoise, Black Rutile, 
Tiger’s Eye amongst many 
others with fashion 
forward silhouettes, 
resulting in unparalleled, 
ahead of the curve 
accessories that honour 
nature and fine art thus 
enhancing a woman’s 
beauty. The key part of 
every collection is that it is 
handcrafted. To create 
jewellery for the modern 
woman, making her feel 
confident, no matter the 
occasion.

VARNIKA ARORA



Everyday
jewellery

luxe

Contact : +91-8130275776
Email: varnikaaroraofficial@gmail.com


